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In the late 1990s visitors to Sale in
Greater Manchester might have been
forgiven for not knowing that a canal
flowed but half a mile from where they
stood. Access to the Trafford suburb’s
stretch of the historic Bridgewater Canal
was restricted by a large road and a
brick wall. The only way past the wall to
the canal path was through a small,
scruffy opening and down some
crumbling steps - hardly a fitting
approach to the canal that heralded the
dawn of the industrial age.

Things could hardly be more
different now. Gone is the road; gone is
the wall; gone is the tatty hole. In their
place is a clutch of new, cleanly
designed civic and commercial
buildings, among them a new council
office, arts centre and theatre. Public
interaction with the canal has been
thrown wide open through the creation
of a spacious landscaped piazza around
which the new buildings are arranged.
Visitors fancying a drink or just a sit
down beside one of the world’s great
navigations can pull up a chair outside
the pubs and restaurants that fringe the
piazza and take in the view.

The rapid transformation of Sale’s
water frontage has taken place under
the banner of a Trafford Borough Council
initiative known as Sale Waterside. First
launched in 2000, the scheme came
out of a growing feeling that the area’s
most prized asset - its waterway - was
being hidden away. The canal was still
used widely by pleasure craft, but apart
from the occasional die-hard jogger or
dog-walker, its enjoyment from dry land
was limited.

Its sad plight, says Trafford Borough
Council deputy leader, Cllr Pauleen Lane,
was down primarily to the presence of
the road, which formed a barrier
between the waterway and the town
centre. As a result, although the
presence of the town hall next to the
canal hinted at a town centre function
to the waterfront, the reality was that it
had become cut off and lifeless.
“The canal had become almost an
irrelevancy,” Cllr Lane says. “The
towpath was a massively underused
asset and was generally regarded as
a threatening environment.”

This did not go unnoticed. In the
late 90s, through the sale of its defunct
finance building, the council had raised

around £1 million, which it decided to put towards
sorting out the canalside site once and for all. But,
according to Cllr Lane, because of the relatively
small size of this pot of money the council was
also realistic about its ability to attempt anything
ambitious on its own. Instead it opted to go down
the public-private route, whereby it would use its
limited finances to lever in a much heftier
investment from the private sector.

“We spent a few thousand pounds knocking
down the wall and tidying up the site,” Lane
explains. “We wanted to show to developers the
full potential of the site so they would be
interested in investing in it. We had accepted that
some of the site should be for commercial use so
that it didn’t become dead after six, when the old
council offices used to shut down.”

form of procurement, it is frequently criticised for
sidelining the design element of new schemes. But
it would be hard to level that particular criticism at
Sale Waterside. Although functional, the scheme’s

In the end a deal was struck with a private
firm, Cofathec, to turn the site into a major new
waterside destination for Sale. The early twentieth
century town hall was restored to its former glory
and a complex of new civic and commercial
buildings put up, effectively bringing Sale town
centre down to the water’s edge. Most importantly
of all, perhaps, the new architecture is set within a
spacious piazza, itself arranged around a sunken
amphitheatre, which come this summer is likely to
become the town’s beating heart.

The whole development was delivered through
the Private Finance Initiative (PFI), a government
scheme usually used for new hospitals, schools or
police stations. Under PFI, a private sector
developer pays for the construction of a new
building, leases it back to the public sector - say
the NHS - and takes on its management for an
agreed period of time.

Because PFI is essentially a value-for-money

architecture is nonetheless contemporary and well thought
through. A central atrium space forms the entrance hall to
the library and houses the council’s ‘front office’ functions.
Generously glazed, it is flooded with natural light and has
more the airy ambience of an airport terminal than a dowdy
civic building. Outside, the piazza bears comparison to the
space outside Paris’ Pompidou Centre - a magnet for visitors
and performance artists in the summer months.

According to its architect, AJ Taylor from HLM design,
Sale Waterside is an outstanding example of what can be
achieved on a tight budget when there is the local will to
make something special happen. “A lot of the work was
cost-driven, as the overriding issue was to make it
commercially viable,” he says. “But we're very pleased
with it, as is the client, and it shows what can be done when
you work closely with the partners.”

Apart from its high quality architecture and buzzing

public space, though, Sale Waterside is significant because
of its implications for future water-based regeneration
projects. With the Northwest Development Agency working
on a waterside regeneration strategy for the region, the
search is on for schemes that can demonstrate the full
potential of using water as a catalyst for regeneration.
Indeed, such is the success of the Sale Waterside that it
recently scooped the ‘waterside regeneration’ category in the
Northwest Business Environment Awards, run by the Mersey
Basin Campaign.

Will Horsfall, regeneration manager at the council, says
the main effect of the development has been a renewed
interest among developers in the potential of the borough’s
water frontage. The area adjacent to Sale Waterside is now a
prestigious location for new housing and apartments,
capitalising on the canalside town centre location.

But beyond Sale’s own boundaries, Horsfall believes the
scheme holds important lessons for water-led regeneration
generally. “This sort of development is more common in large
urban areas like Birmingham or [central] Manchester,” he
says. “But this scheme shows that you can make something
out of urban canalsides in smaller towns like Sale.”

WATERSIDE WINNER
A groundbreaking development shows how a little initiative can go a long way.
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The new architecture is set within a spacious piazza, arranged around
a sunken amphitheatre, which is likely to become the town’s beating heart.




